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AUC Entreprenuers: Meet 5 Young Stars Rising to the Top
MEET THE AUC’S FINEST 
By: Domnick Hadley & Cynthia 
Daniels
Acknowledging Your Gifts
It took Erika Parish a 
short while to realize that her tal­
ent was a gift from a higher being, 
it took an even shorter time for her 
to transform her gift into a profit­
able business.
Parish started her busi­
ness, ELEKTRIK DESIGNS, after 
arriving in Atlanta in 2000. The 
company serves as an outlet for 
promotional media for parties and 
club events. In addition, Parish 
designs web pages and CD covers.
“Everything I learned 
about graphic design, I learned 
from a family member by the time 
I was 16. It was something I re­
ally enjoyed doing and after see­
ing the arena in Atlanta for pub­
licity and printed media, I figured 
this was something I could do 
alongside school to make money 
and it became a full blown busi­
ness,” says Parish who is a sopho­
more at Spelman College.
And a full blown busi­
ness it is. Parish has created fliers
Jasmie Guy: Making Her Dreams a Reality
By: Astrid Thomas
During the month of Feb­
ruary, many speakers came to 
Spelman College to observe Black 
History month and share their 
achievements as successful African 
Americans. One of the notable 
speakers that took time to share their 
life experiences and informative 
presentation was Jasmine Guy.
Guy, a native of Atlanta, 
Georgia is a successful and versa­
tile entertainer. She is widely rec­
ognized for her role as Whitley Gil­
bert in a “Different World” and other 
roles in movies such as “School 
Daze.”
Guy’s lecture explored her
for last year’s Morehouse Spring 
Fest Stepshow, the Spelman Col­
lege Freshman week flier, this 
year’s Homecoming flier, and sev­
eral activities for various Greek 
organizations.
Parish’s first assignment 
as a teenage girl growing up in 
Memphis, TN was to design shirts 
for a bowling team in Memphis. 
Her cousin, who taught her how 
to design, gave her the entire 
project, confident Parish would do 
an excellent job. The rest is his­
tory. Although she worked as a 
graphic designer for two years 
prior to arriving at Spelman, it was 
in the AUC that Parish watched her 
company flourish.
As the co-publicity chair­
person for the Student Govern­
ment Association, Parish was 
given several opportunities to dis­
play her talents, which opened the 
doors for several student clients.
Parish admits that her 
business has not been effected by 
the poor economy, especially since 
her clients are mainly organiza­
tions with budgets that acknowl­
edge promotions as an expense.
Yet, even with a booming 
business, Parish still faces the
life and her three major dreams, 
which influenced not only her ca­
reer but also her life.
“I felt that she passed 
pearls of wisdom down to her 
young, black sisters when she came 
and spoke before us. I also felt that 
her overall, resounding message 
was always shoot for the impossible, 
because when you attach yourself 
to yourself to your goals, they be­
come,” stated Toccarra Cash, a 
freshman at Spelman College.
Guy started her presenta­
tion with how far African American 
men and women have come through 
trials and tribulations, adding that 
African Americans need to start sup­
time stu- 
EO. Like other en- 
, time is her main en-
“Designing is not some­
thing I can sit down in an hour 
and pump out. It takes a good 
deal of time, and I have two part 
time jobs outside of this and I am 
taking a full load of-classes at 
Spelman,” says Parish.
Although she struggles 
with time, she is a large supporter 
of students who follow their 
dreams at this young age.
“A lot of people wait un­
til they are adults to do so-called 
adult things but if you are given 
a skill or a talent than you should 
use it now,” says Parish.
And using her talent is 
exactly what she is doing. She 
plans to continue running her 
business and excelling in 
schoolwork.
To those students who 
think they can not sfecomplish 
what she has accomplished Par­
ish says, “If you have the exper­
tise to start a business at 19 or 109 
you shouidn’tput lijn^taticyS on 
yourself or wart t£4ct,qst your 
ambit:
porting one another.
“Black men are the re­
flections of us (Black women),” 
said Guy, who also spoke on how 
to deal with racism by not giving 
up, and achieving your own per­
sonal dreams and goals. Guy dis­
cussed her life and dreams and 
shared her struggle with racism in 
the entertainment industry.
“Her overall speech 
made me look at racism from a dif­
ferent perspective,” said Michelle 
Gaskin, a Spelman College fresh­
man.
Guy’s first major dream 
was to dance in the Alvin Aliey 
Dance Theatre after high school in­
stead of going to college. At the age 
of 12, she took dance classes at 
Spelman College in Reed Hall. In 
her She auditioned for Alvin Aliey 
Dance Company in her junior year 
of high school and was one of the 
six chosen not to dance but to par­
ticipate in a workshop in New 
York. Throughout her participation 
in the workshop, she earned her 
first paycheck, making $75 dollars 
a week. Three years later, she went 
to work with renowned dancer 
Judith Jaimson. Because she was 
not able to support herself as a 
dancer, Guy soon left to pursue 
singing and acting.
“I believe that dreams are 
messages from God,” said Guy.
As part of making her 
first dream a reality, Guy audi­
tioned for a musical by singing 
“Happy Talk” and was so nervous 
she was not able to sing a note.
Actually, the only thing
Parish is waiting on is the profit 
that will roll in as her business 
grows to a remarkable size, fueled 
by a determined young woman.
And yet Parish is not 
alone: Take a look at some other 
young entrepreneurs from around 
the AUC ■
FJJBU? The Next Generation
Christopher Bray and 
Jepome Warren definitelvj^e suc­
cess in their future - - if Reflected 
through their confidence. When 
they speak about their place in the 
fashion industry they speak in fu­
ture tense instead of precept. Hear­
ing them speak yoj
they were a big cc 
.chains of stores ni 
rise office building? 
s, the whol 
ungry young’’ 
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For each audition, Guy ad­
mits she says to herself, “ I have to 
pretend until I can do it.”
Jasmine Guy began her 
singing career in a Broadway musi­
cal, “Dancing in Boston,” for eight 
months. Afterwards, she received the 
part in the TV show, “Fame” and met 
the well-known Debbie Allen.
“Getting to know her per­
sonally is like getting the jewels di­
rectly,” commented Guy.
As Guy continued to make 
herself known in the entertainment 
industry, she encountered some ob­
stacles on her way to fame. Her sec­
ond major dream was to make al­
bums sing in Broadway musicals, 
and perform in theaters. After strug­
gling to make a living off her sing­
ing and acting jobs, Guy was inter­
ested in playing a role on the “Cosby 
Show,” because it was a quality show 
about an African American family. 
The casting directors, however, did 
not want to see her.
Then “A Different World,” 
the spin-off of the “Cosby Show” was 
created, for which Guy finally read 
for the part of Jalessa Vinson but did 
not get the part because the produc­
ers felt she looked too much like Lisa 
Bonet. Guy was determined to get a 
role in the show, so she decided to 
write the casting director a two-page 
letter on her feelings about why they 
would not see her. The casting direc­
tor saw her again for the role of Whit­
ley Gilbert, a spoiled southern belle 
and the rest is history
While acting, she had a 
record deal with Warner Brothers but
Bray and1 
Brown college I 
operate and up-and-cc 
clothing line, DaReales.'
collegians, both natives of 
Mass., teamed up in 
2000 to launch their idea and 
haven't looked back sense. 
jP They plan to pursue other 
»Ventures but the pilot project for 
'their company lies in their fashion 
interest.
||* Bray loves clothes, as 
does Wafren, who is fascinated 
wjth how the industry works. So, 
naturally owning a clothing line 
was a primary option for the duo. 
However, their aspirations are 
much, much deeper.
They both hunger and 
thirst for success and will 
let nothing stand in the
their hopes and dreams, not even 
the crippling U.S.
Following the 5 
ksontheW
ter Towers every industry in I 
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they wanted her to imitate the styles 
of Janet Jackson and Paula Adbul 
so she stopped singing.
“Life is a process,” stated
Guy.
Approaching the age of 
forty, Guy still has dreams she wants 
to pursue. Her third major dream is 
to write books for African Ameri­
can children. As she works on her 
third dream, she is being whole, cre­
ative, balance, full, happy, chal­
lenged, and filled with love and will 
continue to be there for her husband 
and her daughter, Imani. In addition 
to her third dream, she would like 
to write multi-characters for a one- 
woman show by portraying the 
characters with dance and song.
Guy’s presentation had a 
successful turn out of students and 
faculty; some were even standing up 
and sitting on the stage as they lis­
tened attentively to Guy’s message.
“From Jasmine Guy’s pre­
sentation I had an urge to accom­
plish all of my goals and make my 
dreams realities. I was enthused 
about how “real” she was; it made 
me think that ‘if she could do it, I 
could do it, too’. I believe that she 
should be among one of our role 
models as Spelman women,” com­
mented Carendylyn L. Carter, a 
freshman at Spelman.
Jasmine Guy has not only 
become a role model and an inspi­
ration to young, black women but 
has helped open many doors for 
other young, black people who are 
traveling the same road to be suc­
cessful.
Page 2 The Spelman Spotlight
Graduation is fast approaching. And you all know what that means: goodbyes, tears, 
heartfelt words, old memories and did I mention tears? Oh...ok. As I look back, 
I’m not really sure what it all means. Sure I’ve done a lot at Spelman; I joined 
numerous clubs and organizations, attended rallies, performed community service 
until I could not serve any more, and now that it’s all coming to a close, I have to 
ask; is it enough?
Our cover story examines entrepreneurs of the AUC; students who have 
taken a risk, leaped for the stars and caught an entire galaxy in their hands. Yet, in 
our OPED section, junior Amber Baker questions Spelman women’s integrity. Why 
are we so hesitant to change those things we can complain about daily? And in our 
features section, we examine, yet again, that age old question of why black women 
are repeatedly portrayed as sex objects on the very station that is supposed to repre­
sent our race?
As I sat back to think, I could really use this issue to try to measure my time 
at Spelman. No, I did not start my own business, but during my journey I did learn 
to stand up for what I believe and try to make an honest change (I believe joining 
the staff of The Spelman Spotlight was a start in the right direction). And as far as 
my identity; being a Spelman woman has taught me, if nothing else, that regardless 
of what any one believes, I am a woman who deserves to be valued, respected and 
feared. (Yes, I said feared).
So did I do enough here at Spelman? Well let’s see: I helped mentor the 
future, set the wheels in motion for a phenomenal publication that will represent 
Spelman women and I learned to fit into the rather large and important shoes of my 
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Serve" accurately describes 
the women of Spelm
College. Included in tffe 
history of this prestigious 
college is its legacy of 
commitment and dedication 
to helping others. The 
talented and brig
women who atten 
devote time not 
their schoolwor 
to building up 
munity.
Unlike most\ 
leges or universities, 
Spelman has taken unique 
measures to ensure that all 
of its students make a 
commitment to service. As 
a freshman or sophomore, 
Spelman women are re­
quired to serve at least two 
hours per semester at any 
site of their choice as a part 
of their Freshman Orienta­
tion or Sophomore Assem­
bly classes.
“These require­
ments provide an introduc­
tory experience for students 
to branch out and get some 
exposure to community 
service. Most Spelman 
women do it without the 
ents,” said Kai
,"assistant dean for 
freshman studies.
As a result, the 
college is leading the nation ** 
in the number of undergradu­
ates w'ho do community 
serving.
Thgcmjimunity 
service office, in Upton Hall, 
acfess from the Camille 
Olix ia Hanks Cosby Aca­
demic Centcth has lists of 
projects aiidWganlzations 
that students can g, i in- ’ 
volved in.
“ It behooves us as 
individuals to reach back to 
help others," explained 
Jacquelyn Ryder, administra­
tive assistant in the office of 
community service.
For those who are 
unfamiliar with the office 
and have trouble finding 
service sites to work at.
Ryder offers several helpful 
hints:
• Get the list of service 
projects that was sent 
to all student e-mail 
accounts
• Attend one of the 
weekly recruiting 
sessions every 
Wednesday in Upper 
Manley
• On -campus students 
can look into many of 
the d outreach pro- 
grams that are adver-
tiSecF in,the dorms
f O *
The,office of community 
service provides over 75 
differentiates for students. 
The most common form of 
service sites include: school 
based programs, comihfe- 
nity-based programs, girls/'? 
and women programs, legal** 
and public policy programs, 
and health programs.
For Spelman sophomore 
Carol Baldwin, community 
service was what she wanted 
to focus on so she currently
holds the position of com­
munity service chairperson 
for the Spelman NAACP 
chapter. This year, mem­
bers have been actively 
involved with the West End 
community. The group has 
volunteered at a local 
retirement home, partici­
pated in the Great Atlanta 
Youth Walk, sponsored a 
can food drive, plus numer­
ous other activities.
Baldwin noted, “ 
College is the perfect 
environment to volunteer.
As students, we sometimes
/take things for grante^Wo 
it’s our responsibility to 
help others, besides if we 
don’t then who will.” 
Students w:ho have their 
own ideas for service 
projects are strongly en­
couraged to set their own 
parameters and start their 
own legacy at SpelfhSn.
One particular group that *■ 
followed this path and now 
has an established history is 
Sister Steps. Started two 
years ago by two Bonner
Scholar students Sister 
Steps consists of a 
mentoring and tutoring 
program..
Many believe the 
social impact of community 
service extends well beyond 
the immediate community. 
As a volunteer, tutor, or 
mentor you have the chance 
to change the world and the 
people you interact with. 
Upcoming Events
Community Service Night 
• Spelman 
¡April 16, 2002 
■/.Cosby Auditorium
w
West -End Massive Clean Up
Spelman/ Morehouse
April 22, 2001 “
Location TBA
more information about 
these events or any other 
questions contacf the Office 
of Community ¡service at 
(404) 215-779J. Or stop by 
the office Monday through 
Friday from 1 p.m. until 5 
p.m.
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The Consumer Price In­
dexes, a calculation of prices paid 
for goods and services, shows a 
steady decline in travel and tour­
ism. In September 2001, prices for 
good services were up 1.7 percent.
The months following 
September proved damaging to 
consumer indexes. Prices paid 
have continued a pattern of de­
mise: plummeting -2.1 percent in 
October, -1.6 in November, -.9 in 
December, a 2 percent rise in 
January, only to decrease -.2 in 
February.
Surprising, the damaging 
statistics don’t bother them too 
much, partly because they are sure 
about their product and have faith 
in their consumers.
“It (the economy) wor­
ries us because of the simple fact 
that we are a new clothing line out 
there,” said Bray. “But, I think if 
you have a product that the con­
sumer wants they’re going to buy 
regardless.”
The other part of their 
confidence lies in what they learn 
from big name players already in 
the game.
Warren, the business 
head of the operation, says that he 
looks to players like Russell 
Simmons, FUBU, etc. for guid­
ance. He watches their moves and 
the outcomes, successes and fail­
ures, and learns from it all.
“By us being young and 
having a long way to go we can 
learn a lot from major clothing line 
companies,” said Warren. “We 
watch the moves they make that 
made them successful and the 
moves that made them less suc­
cessful so we won’t make the same
moves.”
Bray and Warren are cur­
rently in the initial stages of de­
velopment. They’ve compiled a 
large amount of designs, and are 
networking with retail distributors 
and clothing stores.
They agree that the next 
five years is critical to their suc­
cess, and accept full responsibil­
ity for the business’s successes or 
failures.
“It is up to us in the next 
five years to take it as high as it 
can go or even higher,” said War­
ren.
“We have to put the work 
in,” said Bray. “The years we are 
in college we plan to really push 
it. So that when we leave this place 
we will have a business already 
generating for us.”
Queen of Many Languages
Business was never pic­
ture perfect for Regine Smith and 
her company Global Interpreta­
tions, a translation company that 
services foreign executives in the 
Atlanta region. Like every business 
she encountered adversity.
For one, being a full-time 
student made things extremely 
hard. Time was truly an enemy. 
She couldn’t solicit contracts be­
cause of her schoolwork, and her 
schedule conflicted with her cli­
ents.
“My main problem was 
time management,” said Smith, 
who launched the businesses in 
June 1999. “I lost out on a lot of 
contracts because I was busy with 
school, or was asked to go out of 
town for a long period of time,
which I couldn’t do at the time.
To add to her list of wor­
ries, she was not a certified trans­
lator and neither were her employ­
ees. According to Smith, it was 
hard “to establish credibility and 
prove that I could do the job.”
“The fact that I am not a 
certified translator also impacted 
whom we did business with, in 
other words how many contracts 
we could get,” she said.
However, she endured, 
overcame and thrust forward. She 
managed to hook up with the Mu­
sic Entertainment group, who 
clued her onto local events that 
needed translation including the 
Home Builders Show, G.A.N.G. 
conference in 1999, etc. Business 
was going good, but trouble has 
reared it’s head once again in a 
much bigger form - - a trouble­
some economy.
September 11th delivered 
crushing blows to the travel and 
tourism industry. Consumers have 
cut back on traveling expenditures. 
Prior to 9-11, travel and tourism 
was the third largest industry in the 
nation, as noted by government 
statistics. Travel expenditures 
amount to $582 billion and ac­
counted for $99.6 billion in fed­
eral, state and local tax revenues.
Unfortunately, the once 
strong industry is in shambles. Air­
lines have been forced to cut jobs 
and ultimately abandon ship, due 
to severe losses in revenue.
Smith is fully aware of 
the decline. Events and conven­
tions in the Atlanta area have de­
creased, says Smith, and because 
of that business has halted.
“My business is not sur­
viving the effects of the economy,” 
said Ms. Smith. “It (September 11) 
has significantly reduced the num­
ber of events and trade shows that 
come to the Atlanta region, there­
fore not as many people are in need 
of Destination management 
firms.”
To make matters worse, 
her contracts have expired and 
companies are reluctant to renew 
them.
“Every business transac­
tion I made was on a contract ba­
sis therefore, once the contracts 
were fulfilled, I no longer had any 
financial obligation to the cus­
tomer.”
Smith plans to abandon 
Global Interpretations and start 
over with a clean slate.
“I do plan to abandon this 
business endeavor,” she says. “Not 
because of the economic condi­
tions of the country but rather be­
cause I learned a very big lesson 
founding Global Interpretations. 
You need to have a passion for 
what you do in life. Although I 
have the ability to speak more then 
three languages I do not have a 
passion for translation. One should 
not spend his/her entire life devel­
oping a business they have no pas­
sion for!”
Where’s The Party At?
When Joshua Raiford or­
ganized his first party it was a di­
saster. As a senior in high school, 
he, and his best friend, Kenny, bor­
rowed money to rent out a club 
from a loan officer and packed the 
club with teenagers. So what’s the 
problem? Raiford didn’t charge 
enough of his friends to even make 
a profit. He spent most of his se­
nior year trying to earn enough 
money to pay back his loan.
Now, at 21, Raiford is 
founder and CEO of Absolute En­
tertainment one of the AUC’s lead­
ing entertainment companies, as 
well as a junior marketing at 
Morehouse College.
Absolute is a promotions 
company that specializes in pro­
moting parties for individuals and 
organizations as well as plans and 
executes their own parties every 
now and then. If you attended 
“Sex in the City,” “High Rollin’ 
Skate Party” and the “Tri-State 
Party” at Club Envy, then you have 
seen Raiford’s company at work.
A native New Yorker, 
Raiford admits that although he 
planned and promoted several par­
ties in high school, his company 
really did not begin until 1999 
when he entered Morehouse Col­
lege.
“After my freshman year, 
I realized it wasn’t too hard to 
throw a party down here. Our first 
party bombed because it rained but 
we just decided that we would do 
another one until we got it right,” 
says Raiford.
This is the intense deter­
mination required to produce a 
successful student run business. 
Raiford’s second attempt at plan­
ning an event at The Shark Bar also 
flopped. It was not until Raiford 
hooked up with Morehouse stu­
dent Malik Lee that Absolute En­
tertainment got its feet off the 
ground. Last semester the com­
pany planned six parties and only 
one of them could be labeled as a 
loss. It seems that Raiford has fi­
nally crafted the correct recipe for 
a prosperous student run endeavor.
“Time is a challenge for 
students with their own businesses. 
I have to run my business and keep 
up with my schoolwork. I am 
down here for school but at the 
same time, I still have to manage 
my money. If push comes to 
shove, school always comes first,” 
says Raiford who in addition to 
Absolute has two other jobs which 
require just as much time.
Most individuals, espe­
cially students, are extremely hesi­
tant to open their own businesses. 
Fear of failure as well as the fear 
of being a leader may stop some 
from every pursuing their dreams. 
But this is not the case for Raiford 
whose ultimate career goal is to 
own his own marketing business. 
With the success of his business as 
a student, he can be sure he will 
do well in whatever career he de­
sires. For Raiford, starting Abso­
lute was not about throwing par­
ties or meeting women, it was a 
learning experience.
“I’m young. This is the 
time when I can mess up the most 
and still be all right. I don’t own a 
house, I don’t have a mortgage and 
I don’t have any kids. I can afford 
some screw ups and still be all 
right,” says Raiford.
And he might just have 
the right idea. With the economy 
slowing, it seems that his business 
has not seen any damage. After all, 
college students are not going to 
stop partying anytime soon.
Actually, Raiford has a 
model of success with Absolute. 
Small business entrepreneurs 
might want to take advice from 
someone they would probably 
consider a ‘kid. And as for Raiford, 
he is smart to not make Absolute 
his career dream but a lesson in all 
of life’s important points.
You Don’t Have to Go Far
Alan Hughes, business 
editor of Black Enterprise maga­
zine, says the unemployment rate 
will definitely be the biggest prob­
lem for rising student entrepre­
neurs. According to Hughes, con­
sumers are reluctant to spend due 
to the added stress of maintaining 
employment.
“The African American 
unemployment rate topped 10 per­
cent in December, and has slid 
down a bit,” says Hughes. “With a 
high rate of unemployment, people 
tend to spend less because they’re 
worried about their jobs. That’s 
had a negative impact on many of 
the small black-owned busi­
nesses.”
Yet, whether the 
economy is good or bad, the AUC 
holds its own gold mine of young 
entrepreneurs. Right here, on four 
undergraduate campuses, are the 
future CEOs, founders and execu­
tive directors of the future.
These students have al­
ready stepped out on a limb, fol­
lowed through with their ideas, and 
produced stable and original busi­
nesses.
Who says you gain wis­
dom with age? Experience is the 
best teacher and some AUC stu­
dents are one step ahead in gain­
ing valuable experience that will 
help them become the leaders of 
tomorrow.
Here are a few tips for young en­
trepreneurs from Black Enterprise 
business editor, Alan Hughes.
® Passion for the venture is a
necessity.
® Make sure you have what it 
takes to become an entrepre­
neur.
® Find an expert and ask ques­
tions.
® Never let failure quench your 
dreams because “that doesn’t 
mean you can’t rethink your 





Censoring the presence of the “Video Hoe”
Nailah Timberlake
"BET is the leading 
African American multi-media 
Entertainment Corporation 
and is committed to establish­
ing the most valued consumer 
brand within the African 
American marketplace. It ac­
complishes this mission by de­
livering quality entertainment 
and information.’’ -The BET 
Corporation Mission State­
ment
A musical beat can be 
deceiving. That’s why we of­
ten find ourselves tapping our 
feet and turning up the volume 
on our TV as we watch music 
videos on BET. A lot of the 
time, the songs tin the videos 
portray disrespectful images 
of women. With songs like, 
“Back that thing up’’ and “Put 
it in Your Mouth,” the amount 
of respect that musicians give 
to women is slowly disinte­
grating. The videos that we 
watch on TV mostly depict 
women in a negative way.
BET’s mission state­
ment says that its primary goal 
is to deliver quality entertain­
ment, but 75% of what they 
air are music videos that por­
tray women negatively. There 
should be a greater concern for 
the portrayal of women in 
these videos and the television 
stations that air these videos 
should be held responsible. 
Many argue that violence in 
the media leads to violent be­
havior.
Because of this belief, 
actions have been taken 
against violent portrayals in 
the media. The disrespectful 
portrayal of women in the 
media can also lead to the 
negative treatment of women 
on an everyday basis. BET is 
the only station formatted for 
African Americans, and statis­
tically African Americans 
watch more television nation­
wide, so that would make Af­
rican Americans dispropor­
tionately susceptible to being 
affected by what they see.
The disrespectful 
songs that we hear in the club 
have equally disrespectful vid­
eos to go along with them. The 
majority of rap videos have
beautiful, half-naked women 
running around who don’t say 
much or react negatively when 
they’re being slapped on the ass 
or sprayed with bottles of alco­
holic beverages by rappers. 
They are receptive to expensive 
gifts of jewelry, designer clothes 
and cars. These women are re­
ferred to as ‘video hoes.’
When people felt that 
violence was inappropriate and 
detrimental to the development 
of young viewers, television sta­
tions took responsibility, and 
limited violent shows during the 
times in which children watched 
the most television. In addition 
to that, they also provided show 
ratings so that parents could 
avoid letting their children view 
images of an unsuitable nature. 
Nielson Media Research shows 
that African Americans are the 
largest minority segment of the 
U.S. television household popu­
lation.
Black viewers repre­
sent 12% of 102 million house­
holds. African Americans also 
watch more television than any 
other segment of the population, 
and the following graphs show 
that during the daytime (10am- 
4pm), primetime (8pm-11pm), 
and late night (11 pm-1 am) time 
slots, African Americans in all 
age groups watch more televi­
sion than everyone else in the 
country.
As African Ameri­
cans, we have a higher rate of 
single parent homes where, at 
many times, African American 
parents aren’t home to supervise 
the television usage of their chil­
dren. Throughout the daytime, 
primetime and late night slots, 
the majority of BET’s program­
ming is music videos. These 
videos are visual images of the 
same disrespectful songs that 
we hear on the radio or at the 
club.
If we hear rappers calling 
women bitches and hoes in their 
songs, then how do you think 
women are being portrayed in 
their videos? If a man sees a 
woman being pushed into a pool 
because she is acting stuck up 
in a video, then what will keep 
him from taking the same ac­
tion? Children watch BET all 
the time and if violence can af­
fect their actions, then so can the
mistreatment of women.
Since African Ameri­
cans watch the most television 
across all age groups and BET 
is the only station formatted spe­
cifically for African Americans 
it is easy to assume that the ma­
jority of African American tele­
vision time is spent watching 
BET.
MTV is a music station 
that shows many of the same 
videos as BET, but they also 
have many limitations on what 
they may show. Many times, 
MTV shows a censored version 
of a video whereas BET will 
show the original, explicit ver­
sion. The majority of the time, 
MTV and VH1 do not show cer­
tain videos even though they’re 
trying to attract the same view­
ers. Other television stations 
have taken responsibility for 
what they will allow their view­
ers to see. They realize that they 
have a younger audience and 
have taken responsibility for 
what they will show. When will 
BET do the same?
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Trashing our surroundings
by Selena Harper
Fast food wrappers, bags, 
half-eaten chicken wings, banana 
peels, crushed soda cans, plastic, 
and paper cups are just a few of 
the items one may encounter on 
certain AUC sidewalks.
The sight of trash clutter­
ing AUC walkways, yards, courts, 
etc. is so normal that one does not 
stop to ques­











some of us * „
live in. and 





Are we ac- ■ : ?
eustomed to 
li\ ing in filth 
or squalor?
Have we be- <
come too lazy to walk to the near­
est trashcan, when we have fin­
ished eating our meal or opening 
our mail?
Several of my AUC sis­
ters and brothers deliberately toss 
trash from their cars onto the 
ground, as if they have no personal 
responsibility in keeping the AUC 
looking presentable, healthy and 
habitable. Too often the neigh­
borhood surrounding the AUC is
toxic fumes \ddi- 
L - • »tional erases have been made
<. that cie^iHctr»bh creates jobs for 
fjSPyr clean-up cre,w. Don’t make the
janitorial stall's work harder than 
-< hnk tnfeAfef vour nart! Walk
j l b
it a  Lotre.^tkJ y r part! al
the .30 'yards toe so to the nearest 
, ''^wa^r,3isjit^i-bin, and deposit 
‘ ourselves pro-
, , f “«S ...»
’ N- ■■
£ V -A. '} *
/ ..'■... i ■ , •
referred to as a “ghetto.”Some 
people, who would scoff at the 
lifestyles and habits of the local 
sisters and brothers, are the very 
ones who continually “ghettoize" 
our university home.
Excuses have been made 
that throwing one’s trash on the 
ground keeps one's car clean. If 
your car is dirty, clean it, with ef­
fort. Don’tjust scatter trash on the 
, very property we pay money to call 
* our own. Cars do enough damage 
. to the atmosphere, as it is, with the
^•We.^rjl ourselves pro- 
gicssnc men .mJ •..•men of dis- 
AfciCtiun.' women of class
d of iijthikc ’̂iind of service. To 
prow: this, we work hard on our 
7^'%s^n^ent^|re'ceive honors and
’*■ service pro'ects- 
Wh:u kind of community service 
ku tiding ftje AUC if you turn 
f if ghetife?, If we really want 
s do ourselves a 
service by rallying to get more 
trash cans and recycling bins in- 
t /’ stalled, around campus, and by uti- 
lizing the ones we do have. Also, 
it t l l if possible, re-use plastic water 
r . r t r bottles, printer paper, plastic bags, 
r ll tt i  cartons, containers, etc, thereby re-
e. duci ng the amount of trash created,
i Finally, if you witness your AUC 
l ’ t t  sister or brother contributing to the
l ' “ghettoizing" of any campus, be 
- sure to apply a little peer pressure, 
r and encourage that person to throw 
  t  ll away or recycle his/her trash and 
> support a healthy environment for 
j.  the AUC.
Blade II\ The Vampires Are Back ...
By: Cynthia Daniels 
Editor in chief 
Drop Dracula right into
a scene from the Matrix and what 
do you have? No, not a bloody 
mess; Blade II, the newest Wesley 
Snipes feature.
Having missed out on 
Blade, the original movie, I did not 
know exactly what to expect from 
Blade II, that was until of course,
I overheard the couple behind me 
talking about vampires. Not re­
ally a fan of the sight of blood, I 
then became a little worried that I 
might not be able to sit through 
this entire movie. However, I had 
nothing to fear.
Inspired by the Marvel 
Comic strip “Blade,” the movie’s 
concept is a sequel to its original 
feature, which premiered in 1998, 
to amazing reviews and a fan of 
followers.
Set in the future, Blade
II reunites moviegoers with 
“DayWalker ” or Blade played by 
Wesley Snipes. Blade, our hero, 
is half man and half vampire. He 
quenches his thirst for human 
blood by taking a shot each morn­
ing that repels his unnatural crav­
ing.
We meet Blade as he 
chases down the vampires, who
have captured his mentor, Whis­
tler, played by Kris Kristofferson, 
only to win and find his mentor 
drugged yet still alive. I know 
what you are thinking: that plot 
is just too easy for Wesley Snipes. 
Don’t worry, things are just start­
ing to get interesting.
Blade is propositioned 
by his enemy, Domaskinos, to
help save the vampire race. The 
problem: there seems to be a new 
type of vampire on the loose, one 
that desires the blood of other vam­
pires. Blade, who does not con­
sider himself a vampire, is not at 
risk, however, this new breed 
seems to be multiplying quicker 
than you can say ‘blood,’ and will 
soon kill the entire vampire breed,
only to turn on daywalkers when 
vampires are gone. Can Blade, 
along with his new team of vam­
pires, fight this new breed? Well, 
you’ll just have to go see the 
movie to find out.
With its quick action and 
great special effects, Blade II was 
certainly worth the trip and the 
$8.50. Although I am more of a
fan of dramatic Wesley 
Snipes, you know Waiting to 
Exhale, he provides a com­
manding performance. And 
it is all worth it, simply to see 
a muscular Wesley rip 
through vampires with no 
mercy.
Director, Guillermo del 
Toro, has also directed 
Cronos, another film known 
for its gothic horror. Del 
Toro added darkness to the 
film, as well as gave it a sin­
ister feel, which producers, 
including Snipes, really ap­
preciated.
Yet, Del Toro is not the 
only reason for this movie’s 
success. In case you haven’t 
heard Blade II was a block­
buster on its premiere week­
end. With a cast of great ac­
tors, including Norman 
Reedus, Kris Kristoferson 
and Leonor Varela, who
plays Blade’s love interest as well 
as his enemy’s daughter, Blade 
offers viewers non-stop action 
from beginning to end.
This high-packed action 
feature will keep you on the edge 
of your seat the entire movie. The 
stunts are amazing and the special 
effects will have you saying 
“WOW!”
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D.C. — Producer, educa­
tor, and philanthropist 
Camille 0. Cosby and 
veteran network journal­
ist Renee Poussaint 
launched their National 
Visionary Leadership 
Project (NVLP) at a jam- 
packed although rather 
exquisite standing-room 
only reception Wednes­
day February 27, 2002 at 
the NVLP headquarters at 
12 18 1 6th Street, NW in 
Washington, DC. Cosby 
is president and co­
founder of the National 
Visionary Leadership 
Project. Poussaint is vice 
president.
The projects aims 
to pair students from 
educational institutions 
(mostly historically 
black colleges) with a 
“visionary” elder — at 
least 70 years of age— in 
their community. The in­
tent is that the details of 
the elder’s life experi­
ence and story will not 
only be shared with the 




views, which will be 
transcribed, digitized, 
and stored at NVLP head­
quarters. Interviews will 
also be accessible 
through NVLP’s innova­
tive and interactive 
website.
NVLP will cel­
ebrate the lifetime 
achievements of 25 “vi­
sionaries” each year. In 
addition, 25 students 
from different interdisci­
plinary backgrounds will 
be selected to attend a 
one-week Leadership 
Training Conference 
from May 29th to June 2 
at Georgetown University 
in Washington, D.C. The 
conference will offer stu­
dents interactive training 
workshops, informal 
mentorship, seminars on 
leadership development, 
and a multi-group project 
in video biography pro­
duction.
NVLP, a national 
non-profit organization 
which will offer a one- 
semester course in the 
form of university-based 
independent study, plans 
to underwrite all student 
expenses for participa­
tion in the conference, in­
cluding transportation, ac­
commodations, and meals. 
The program will also 
award scholarships to 3 
outstanding student- 
producers at their an­
nual awards event: 
$2,000— 1st place, 
$1,500 — 2nd place, and 
$ 1 000 — 3rd place. The 
deadline for submission 
is April 12, 2002.
“The whole idea 
is to get the younger 
generation involved in 
appreciating the tre­
mendous heritage that 
they have,” Poussaint 
said. “And not accept­
ing it uncritically.” 
Winner of three Emmy 
awards, Poussaint is 
president and CEO of 
Wisdom Works, Inc., 
her international pro­
duction company, and is 
Senior Fellow at the 
University of
Maryland’s Academy of 
Leadership.
“We love the el­
ders,” Poussaint ex­
plained, speaking into a 
microphone from the 
steps on the ground 
floor of the NVLP 
building as she ad­
dressed distinguished 
guests at the lavish 
reception. “But we’re 
not talking about 
saints.”
In response to 
her comment,
Poussaint’s was wel­
comed with laughter 
from other notable 
figures in the room, 
including “visionar­
ies” Ruby Dee and Ossie 
Davis, dancer and actor 
Geoffrey Holder, along 
with his wife, Carmen 
deLavallade, and civil 
rights pioneer Dorothy 
Height. Also in attendance 
were prolific poet Sonia 
Sanchez, Erica Cosby, 
Camille’s daughter, and 
several students.
Poussaint, how­
ever, clearly understood 
that the individuals to 
whom she referred were 
not just “saints,” but 
rather divine, precious 
human beings, “extraordi­
nary elders” whom she and 
Camille wanted to link 
with today’s generation in 
order “to ensure the pres­
ervation of the valuable 
legacy of national and 
community-based African- 
American leaders.” She 
was referring to outstand­
ing African-American 
leaders and community ac­
tivists representing a va­
riety of fields whose pas­
sion and lifetime 
achievements have im-
Photos by Priscilla Clark/ NEB Entertainment
pacted the world, indi­
viduals who once fought 
to see to it that their 
children (and generations 
thereafter) would have 
resources, a rich legacy 
and oral tradition to be 
proud of, as well as 
something to fall back on 
and to contribute to so 
that we can ensure our 
success and survival.
“One of the 
things Camille and I 
know from talking to the 
elders is that they’re just 
normal people like every­
body else, and that 
they’re in a position to 
share their experiences, 
their triumphs, and their 
mistakes to help people 
learn,” Poussaint noted.
Along with an ad­
visory board, NVLP will 
work with faculty at par­
ticipating educational in­
stitutions to train se­
lected students how to
conduct extensive video­
taped interviews with 
their chosen community 
elder.
The advisory board 
includes Dr. Johnetta Cole 
former Spelman College 
president, artist Erika 
Cosby, Allison Davis from 
CBS/King World Produc­
tions, dancer and chore­
ographer Carmen
deLavallade, Dr. David 
Driskell from the Univer­
sity of Maryland, Dr. 
Manning Marable from 
Columbia University, 
Charles J. Ogletree from 
Harvard University Law 
School, Dr. Alvin 
Poussaint from Harvard 
University Medical
School, Dr. Ray Windbush 




decided to record oral his­
tories and to present them 
just the way the elders 
have said it,” Cosby ex­
plains. “And, of course, 
young people will be do­
ing the community elders. 
Renee and I will be doing 
national visionaries. It is, 




all over the 





















narily gifted dancer and 
one of the “visionaries” al­
ready interviewed, said, 
“What I love about it is 
that [the youth] are inter­
viewing people in their 
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plained, after expressing 
that she has witnessed 
several young people who 
have been led astray due 
to outside influences that 
have kept their minds off 
of the past. “I don’t think 
[the youth] realize that 
their future is in their 
past. And they must re­
member who they are. A 
lot of valuable informa­
tion is passing them by 
and one day they are 
gonna wake up and go: 
‘Oh, my goodness.’”
Dorothy Height, 
another “visionary” who 
has been with The Na­
tional Council of Negro 
Women since 1937, said: 
“I was asked to be inter­
viewed and I was honored. 
And I had welcomed the 
opportunity too. There are 
so many experiences that 
I think were helpful to me 
with the hope that they 
would have some meaning
for young people today. I 
think that’s what really 
artists do.”
Height said she, 
too, was a bit dismayed 
about the way in which 
several of today’s youth 
don’t realize how much 
they really have. “Unless 
you understand your 
past,” Height expressed, 
“you really haven’t got 
anything to build on. 
You’re like hot flowers
without any foundation. 
When I was asked to be 
interviewed, I really 
didn’t think so much 
about my own story, but 
it’s really something 
about what happened dur­
ing my lifetime that I was 
a part of with the hopes 
that other young people 
coming along would learn 
from it.”
Renee Poussaint 
commented about the 
wonderful journey she’s 
experienced working as 
co-founder of the Na­
tional Visionary Leader­
ship Project. “We are so 
grateful to the visionary 
elders who participated so 
far because they have 
been frank and honest and 
open and shared realities 
and truths with us that we 
did not know.” She said, 
“They told about some 
historic events and what 
really happened behind
closed doors. If you listen 
to the interview with Dr. 
Height, you will discover 
who was really respon­
sible for Martin Luther 
King giving that speech at 
the March on Washing­
ton.”
Poussaint then en­
couraged everyone in at­
tendance at the reception 
“to take advantage of this 
entire building because 
this building is a celebra­
tion of a generation.”
The building, for 
instance, has five cozy 
stories, and, according to 
Height, was actually 
given to the National 
Council of Negro Women 
as a gift from the Cosbys. 
“We had used it for some 
African projects,” said 
Height, who explained 
that the Cosbys “were 
happy to have it used in 
this way.”
“And we must re­
spect it,” Poussaint said, 
laughing “because we are 
their tenants.”
N VLP’s second 
floor will feature the “Vi­
sionary Hall of Achieve­
ment.” So far, ten por­
traits grace the walls in 
the Hall of Achievement: 
award-winning actors 
Ruby Dee and Ossie 
Davis, civil rights icon 
Judge Constance Baker 
Motley, former senator
Edward Brooke, extraor­
dinary artists Geoffrey 
Holder and Carmen 
deLavallade, Dorothy 
Height, former New York 
City Mayor David 
Dinkins, renowned educa­
tor and presidential medal 
of freedom recipient John 
Hope Franklin, and pho­
tographer Gordon Parks. 
On this floor, monthly 
roundtable, taped-discus- 
sions will take place with
the audience that will be 
shared with participating 
educational institutions.
The third floor is 
the “Visionary Library,” 
which houses actual 
works and publications by 
the “visionaries,” as well 
as student research. Just 
opposite this budding, 
educational library is a 
state-of-the-art computer 
research center (the digi­
tally preserved archive of 
historic interviews) where 
student interns can do re­
search on their respective 
elders.
Interviews with the 
visionaries will take place 
on the fourth floor in the 
editing suite. On the fifth 
floor is the .“Visionary 
Sanctuary,” a furnished 
apartment that is, in most 
ways, a sacred haven for 
visionaries passing 
through Washington, 
D.C., who might want to 
stop by just to talk, re­
lax, or work quietly in 
peace.
“I think this 
building is fantastic,” 
deLavallade says. “It’s 
a great place for the 
students to hang out. 
And you get the feeling 
of home. It’s comfort­
able. It’s great. And it’s 
going to grow.”
In closing at the 
NVLP reception, which 
has a plaque just out­
side the front of the 
building in memory of 
Ennis Cosby, Bill and 
Camille’s son who was 
working towards a sec­
ond master’s degree and 
an Ed.D. at the time of 
his death, Poussaint re­
iterated, “This is our 
house — all of us — and 
where we take it from 
here is up to us.”
For more infor­
mation about intern­
ships, how to join, or 
contribute to this 501 © 
(3) public charity, visit 
the NVLP website at 
http://
www.visionaryproject.com.
Jamie Walker is a 
freelance writer, pub­
lished author, and Ph.D. 
student in English at 
Howard University. She 
can be reached via email 
a t
jamiedwalker@yahoo.com












archs' La’Kiesha Frett is not 
fretting about the future of 
women in sports. She is part of 
a league determined to make 
sure women in sports receive the 
equality they deserve - the 
Women's National Basketball 
Association.
“Women’s sports are al­
ready on their way, they're 
growing. I foresee women get­
ting more athletic, our games 
attracting more people as fans 
just like men's sports and a con­
tinuing growth in sponsorships,” 
said La’Kiesha Frett.
This 6-foot-3-inch for­
ward. known to those on the 
hardwood as Frett, has not al­
lowed her gender to hinder any 
aspects of her basketball jour­
ney. Born in the tiny town of 
Carmel, C.a., she is the middle 
child and only girl of three sib­
lings. It was as early as the 
fourth grade when Frett knew 
basketball would be her forte; 
however, she did not imagine it 
would be her career.
___■fe, * ■»
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“I just played and watched 
basketball for fun. I didn’t think 
about playing basketball as a ca­
reer,” said Frett.
Frett grew up in a family 
that was very accepting of her 
playing basketball even though 
she was female. However, the 
males her age thought differently. 
They did not begin to recognize 
and accept her exceptional athletic 
ability until she was in the seventh 
grade.
Frett held her own court 
when she attended Phoebus High 
School in Hampton, Va., where 
she was the National Player of 
Year her senior year and led her 
team to a four-year record of 110- 
8. Also, she proved there are no 
gender boundaries when it comes 
to racking up the points when she 
broke Grant Hill’s state scoring 
record by dropping 3,284 points 
throughout her high school career.
Growing up, Frett did not 
have any women-athlete role mod­
els to look up to or pattern her 
game after. The WNBA wasn’t 
even in existence back then. Even 
when Frett was a junior in college, 
there was no WNBA. Therefore, 
she turned to NBA players like 
Scottie Pippen and Grant Hill as 
role models.
“My mother was my role 
model and my family kept me go­
ing,” said Frett.
The 1993-94 SEC Fresh­
man of the Year and 1977 All- 
American is no stranger to Geor­
gia. She graduated from the Uni­
versity of Georgia in 1997 with a
degree in consumer economics 
and now resides in Atlanta.
When asked about her 
thoughts on title IX, a bill that 
gave women's high school and 
college sports programs the 
same treatment and dollars as 
the men’s programs, she spoke 
highly.
“1 think it's great. 
Women deserve an equal op­
portunity” Said Frett. "Things 
have really changed since title 
IX and I think that this is just 
the beginning." When Frett left 
the college courts, she stepped 
onto the AMERICAN BAS­
KETBALL LEAGUE'S Phila­
delphia Rage's court for two 
years. The next thing she knew 
she was the 40th overall pick by 
the Los Angeles Sparks in the 
1999 WNBA inaugural draft. 
She left the Sparks in 2001 to 
join the Monarchs in Sacra­
mento.
At 26. Frett is now in a 
position to be the role model 
she didn’t have for young girls. 
She knows from experience 
that it can be hard for young 
women who are faced with the 
many stereotypes and put- 
downs from people who think 
women cannot be athletes.
“I take being a role model 
very serious. It doesn't matter 
if I want to be a role model or 
not, I am one. I use my position 
to encourage other young girls 
to achieve their goals too,” said 
Frett.
Frett added that there are 
challenges when it comes to 
women in sports, but they all can 
be overcome.
“People don’t realize that 
women really can play this game 
and compete at it. If we couldn’t 
then I don’t think that you would 
see people supporting it like they 
are now. You wouldn’t see things 
happening like the development 
of professional women’s soccer 
and softball leagues or the 
WNBA,” said Frett.
The WNBA’s 2001 season 
alone has had an immense affect 
on the way society views women 
in sports. A record number of 
more than 2.5 million fans at­
tended the games last season. In 
addition, the league’s television 
coverage reached approximately 
60 million fans in 23 different 
languages and 167 countries.
It is ironic that basketball 
got its primitive beginnings in 
1891, and a year later women 
were playing the sport. Yet af­
ter 110 years, the women’s game 
is still not equal in all aspects to 
the men’s game.
When asked, is there still 
more ground to be covered when 
it comes to the equality and re­
spect of women in sports, Frett 
responded,“Yes, and we can start 
with the pay.”






cal wellness and 
how does meat play 
a part? Vegetari­
anism may b.e a new 
experience for
some Spelman stu­
dents. And there are 
some on campus 
who have never met 
a vegetarian before 
coming to Spelman.
But some­
where between the 
first year and 
graduation, many 
students decide to 
stop eating meat. 
One Spelman Junior
which make the 
animals grow faster 
and bigger, could 
be the cause of 


























a few professional 
opinions as to 
whether eating
meat is good or bad 
for one’s health. 
Dr. Johnson, a gy­
necologist with a 
large population of
t e r o 1 . ”
According to a 
Columbia Univer­
sity Web site, Veg­
etarianism can pro­
vide all the nutri­
ents needed in 
one's diet, but 
"possible deficien­





adds that "children 
with vegetarian di­
ets may face addi­








will have to weigh 
and decide upon. 
However, before a
said that she
stopped eating i t Black women p a -
because she be - t i e n t s, said that mended so y-b a s e d Less
1 i e v e d that to 0 Black wo men meats above red could
many artificia 1 should try to stay meats and said that lesser
hormones have bee n away from m eats "more protein and d i s e a s
placed in meat, e s - such as pork, beef less carbohyd rate rampai
p e c i a 1 1 y chicken and other red and red meat are Black
red
lead
According to her, 
these hormones,
meats. t h e key
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Friday, April 5, 2002
Morehouse College
Symposium:
African Americans & Cancer in Georgia 
9:00 -11: 00a.m. Kilgore Seminar Room 
Moderator: Dr. Adewale Troutman, Fulton Co. Department of Health
Speakers: Mr. Don Speaks, Emory Healthcare; Dr. Lisa Flowers, Emory School of Medicine; Dr. Kimberly Redding, GA Division of Public Health
Morehouse College Lawn
Doctors Without Borders (MSF): Access to Essential Medicines EXPO
Morehouse School of Medicine 
12:30 p.m. Voices of the Tuskegee Study 
Spelman College
Public Health Graduate Recruitment Fair 
1:00 p.m. - 4:00
Founders Week Calendar:
Saturday. April 6
Breakfast at Tiffany & Co.: The Spelman College 
Alumnae Achievement Awards
8 a.m. at Tiffany & Co, Phipps Plaza 
Media must RSVP by April 4 to 404-215-7721
National Alumnae Association of Spelman College 
First Annual Inaugural Founders Day Gala, 
presenting the Blue Diamond Awards and 
honoring President Audrey F. Manley.
Entertainment: Will Downing and Gerald Albright 
8 p.m. at Woodruff Arts Center, Symphony Hall 
Tickets: $150 and $175
* Proceeds benefit NAASC Scholarship Fund
Sunday, April 7
Worship Service, featuring
Marian Wright Edelman C’60
Founder, Children’s Defense Fund 
3 p.m. at Sisters Chapel
Wednesday, April 10 
Student Exhibition: Science Day
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at The Science Center
Thursday, April 11 
Founders Day Convocation, featuring 
Dr. Shirley Marks, C’69, Dr. David Satcher, 
Dr. John Ruffin and Mignon Lewis, C’51
10 a.m. at Sisters Chapel
Science Center Grand Opening Event & 
Symposia
1:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. at The Science Center
Friday, April 12
National Alumnae Association of Spelman College
Worship Service in Honor of
President Audrey F. Manley
Speaker: The Rev. Dr. H. Beecher Hicks
Pastor, Metropolitan Baptist Church, Washington, DC
3 p.m. at Sisters Chapel
Sunday, April 14 
Champagne Jazz Brunch
Celebrating Ayoka Chenzira, the first 
William and Camille Olivia Hanks Cosby 
Endowed Chair of Fine Arts
Distinguished guests: Ruby Dee and Mabel Mafuya 
11 a.m. at Museum of Fine Art 
Tickets: $60/Friends of the Museum $45 
For ticket information, call 404-215-2583 
Media must RSVP by April 11 to 404-223-1482
Marian Wright Edelman C’60
Founder, Children’s Defense Fund 
3 p.m. at Sisters Chapel
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Apathy: A Spelman Woman’s Favorite Word
By: Amber H. Baker 
Contributing Writer 
All across the na­
tion, students are pro­
testing various topics. 
For example, last se­
mester students at New 
York University held a 
demonstration against 
the corporate office of 
Shell Oil, resisting the 
environmental racism 
and discrimination that 
has deeply impacted the 
economy of South Af­
rica.
Recently, our 
own Clark Atlanta Uni­
versity also protested 
against the overall in­
crease of the annual 
cost of tuition. I am 
deeply disappointed to 
say that I have not wit­
nessed the involvement 
of Spelman women in 
pro-activism; at least to 
our most complete ca­
pability.
Are we not the 
definition of strength, 
courage, and intelli­
gence? Was it not 
Spelman women who
were active in the late 
1960s and fought to 
preserve our right to 
fight? So, why are we 
afraid? Are we afraid 
of our administration 
and what their defini­
tion of a Spelman 
woman? One of our 
mottos as Spelman 
women is that we are 
women who serve.
My question is 
whom do we serve? 
Ourselves? Our men? 
When will we begin 
serving our community 
within and beyond the 
gates of Spelman? 
When will we aspire to 
become similar to the 
Spelman women that 
inspired us to attend 
this institution?
Yes, I will be 
the first to admit that 
we have some very out­
standing women at our 
school. Women that I 
am confident will 
eventually make an im­
mense impact on cor­
porate America as well 
as our society. But, I
am not sure that our 
sisterhood has evoked 
the element of fearless­
ness. Nor have we em­
bodied the elegance and 
grace to portray that 
bravery. Instead, we 
cling to the few of our 
sisters who are not 
afraid to challenge the 
limits that our institu­
tion places on us.
Those who pro­
tested the increase of 
violence in the West 
End community -these 
young women defied 
trepidation and re­
placed it with concern 
for the overall develop­
ment of our community. 
But what about the rest 
of us who continuously 
fit into the bell shape 
curve of Spelman 
women. How will we 
impact our institution 
before our departure?
My challenge is 
to stop complaining, 
and start explaining! 
Explain why we haven't 
stepped out of the bell 
shape curve.
Are We Living In a Rape Culture?
By: Hafeeza Rashed 
w/ Sisterfire Collective 
OpEd Writer
In a newfound urge 
to develop a healthier 
lifestyle—and the fact that 
my roommate caught me in­
haling another box of Girl 
Scout cookies—I decided to 
exercise.
However, since 
spring is around the corner, 
Read Hall has become a 
hotspot for first year stu­
dents trying to shed the 
“Freshman Fifteen” and up­
per class-women realizing 
our once high metabolizing 
teen bodies are no more. 
Most of the equipment was 
occupied so I was left with 
two options: wait another 
hour for a treadmill or go 
running outside.
The decision should 
have been easy. However, 
within a misogynistic soci­
ety, women are daily as­
saulted with degrading com­
ments and disrespectful be­
havior from some men. 
Whether a woman is wearing 
a t-shirt and jeans or a 
sweater in June, we are con­
stantly subjected to unsolic­
ited taunts that devalue us as 
people. Thus, my decision
was not easy due to my fear 
of rape.
Because of the 
nourished rape culture, 
women are perceived as ac­
cessible to men who claim 
dominance over them. 
Within a rape culture, soci­
ety actively engages in the
abuse and objectification of 
women. By sanctioning, 
what Aime Cesaire coined 
the “thingifi cation” of 
women, society reempha­
sizes its perception of 
women as inferior. Because 
men are socialized to domi­
nate their environments
rather than negotiate, 
women, too, become objects 
to control.
The perceived acces­
sibility of women is evident 
when walking to the West 
End Marta station to the 
sound of beeping car horns. 
It is apparent when dancing
with friends as a line of men 
stand against the wall and 
stare. In a voyeuristic soci­
ety, women are perceived as 
a commodity to be consumed. 
The recognition of women as 
human beings is undermined 
relentlessly. Images of black 
women have always been
hyper-sexualized by white 
America and now more in­
creasingly in the black com­
munity even in our own Spot­
light. It is essential that we 
are aware of the devaluation 
of women as a whole and 
protest. With every lingering 
gaze that awakens discom­
fort, every unwarranted vul­
gar comment, and the night­
marish unprovoked touch, we 
are reminded that this culture 
of violence blames women 
when others feel it their right 
to trespass our spaces.
Women are held re­
sponsible when subjected to
catcalls.We are held respon­
sible for rape. We are held 
responsible for male actions 
and behavior. And when we 
meet this aggressive reality 
with justifiable anger, we are 
labeled the “Angry Black 
Woman,” or a "lesbian” (be­
cause only a lesbian would 
reject an indecent proposal), 
or bitter because “we do not 
have a man.” But when we 
meet the unsolicited catcall 
with a half smile and hope 
that it’ll go away, we are la­
beled as a bitch or a whore. 
Women are penalized for ad­
dressing or ignoring the 
daily barrage of degrading 
interactions.
It is necessary to rec­
ognize that many women 
share these universal experi­
ences. In a male-dominated 
society, men are privileged 
with the assumed right to say 
and do anything to women 
without fear of reproach. 
While men can walk around 
unaware, women are con­
stantly mindful of men’s ac­
tions in relation to ours.
With this in mind, re­
luctantly I decided to run 
outside. And while I did en­
joy running outdoors, I 
couldn’t help but quietly 
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A Sista in Heat Confronts a Man of the House!
By Will Thomas
OpEd Writer
It was a normal Tues­
day evening at the Catholic 
Center when I received an in­
teresting letter/poem in my 
mailbox. At first, my feel­
ings of excitement and curi­
osity overwhelmed my body 
as I assumed it was a sweet 
letter that expressed interest 
in me from a certain young 
lady.
However, when my 
eyes anxiously browsed the 
title of the piece, “Ode to a 
Morehouse man from your 
Hotep sista,” I found out it 
was far from a love poem and 
actually a response to an ar­
ticle I wrote last semester re­
garding the various types of 
Spelman women I have come 
in contact with.
I was utterly sur­
prised, and at the same time 
saddened to think that a
beautiful Spelmanite would 
take my innocent article in 
such a negative light. How 
can educated women like 
yourselves misinterpret such a 
simple, clear-cut article? A lot 
of women that have com­
mented on the piece felt that I 
was trying to place every 
Spelmanite into one category. 
If you look at the article care­
fully, the article said that: 
NOT EVERYONE FALLS 
INTO THESE CATEGORIES.
The purpose of the ar­
ticle was to encourage the 
women of Spelman College to 
take a careful look at how they 
portray themselves. Some­
times we are blinded by our 
prestigious/respectable insti­
tutions and fail to realize that 
we do come across as arrogant 
or stuck-up.
If you don’t fall into 
one of those “types,” then 
good for you. It means that 
you have established a strong 
sense of individuality, regard­
less of what you were told 
during orientation.
The poem went as followed:
Let me holla atcha shwaty 
Somebody once said that I 
write angry poetry 
They said that I portray 
This Hotep image
That some dude from 
Morehouse has of me 
“My hair is naturally kept 
Cause I won’t be oppressed 
F*#@ the American dream 
I represent the black red and 
green
O.k. I’ll give you that
But
I can’t stand a man 
Who can’t stand a woman 
With an opinion
No I ain’t Asian
No I ain’t submissive
No I ain’t nobody’s b*%$#
I’m sorry if you can’t handle 
this
No this don’t make me a lesbian
They say I don’t need a man 
But what I don t’ need is a 
perpetrator
No wanna be man 
No wanna be player
Who’s the real 
b*%$#?
1 ain’t mad at you though 






People say I write angry po­
etry
D$#@ real!
Angry is the only language 
A Morehouse man’s p$#@! 
doesn’t speak.
If you have a sudden 
urge to respond to any of my 
articles, please read the piece 
with a scholarly eye. Put 
some actual intellectual
thought into it rather than sim­
ply making comments about 
something that you really do 
not understand. Unfortunately 
one of your classmates shot 
the gun before she realized 
what she was shooting at. And 
as much as you lovely ladies 
like firing your pistols, I sug­
gest that you take some time 
out, look at your target, and 
realize that everyone isn’t out 
there to criticize you.
Is There Such a thing as Sexy Foods?
By Nkechi I. Olisemeka 
OPed Editor 
What was your favor­
ite treat when you were a little 
kid? Is it the taste of pure bliss 
that was rewarded to you for 
doing something fabulous at 
home, or for being the star stu­
dent in your class. My favorite 
treats were ice cream cones and 
blow pops. It is amazing how 
things change once you reach 
a certain age... even something 
as simple, and as ‘innocent’ as 
your favorite treat can take a 
whole different meaning as 
time progresses.
A couple of weeks ago 
I decided to go to the library 
with a friend of mine, but be­
fore I did, I wanted to treat my­
self to an ice cream cone; 
somewhat of an advanced re­
ward for the work I was about 
to engage in. As I strolled 
down the strip with no inten­
sion of drawing any attention 
to myself; I did just the oppo­
site.
I knew little about the 
sexual connotations normally 
drawn by certain foods . Call 
me naive, but I was just crav­
ing vanilla, and not craving 
men. My girlfriend looked at 
me strangely as I commented 
on how disturbed I was at get­
ting all those discourteous re­
marks, and sexual advance­
ments. I didn’t appreciate the 
obscene wiggling of tongues, 
and stupid gestures that were 
made. She looked at me as 
though I had invited all the at­
tention by walking down a strip 
with an ice cream cone.
I remember watching an 
LL Cool J video years ago where 
a woman was sensually sucking 
on a blow pop while waiting for 
her bus to arrive. LL Cool J was 
totally smitten by her. Correct 
me if I’m wrong, but isn’t that 
just a music video; and is she not 
just sucking on a blow pop; nei­
ther of the two seem all that ex­
traordinary. Recently other art­
ists such as Ludacris have imple­
mented the cute ladies biting on 
bananas, and ‘eating fresh fruits’ 
in his songs.
Why is eating such a 
sexy thing all of a sudden... why 
should women have to be hit on 
just because they want to in­
dulge in mouthwatering fruit?
Understandably, a girl 
in a tiny skirt, and a revealing 
top would send heads turning, 
and mouths dropping, but never 
did I think that a girl feasting on 
a peach or any other food of her 
choice would cause such a com­
motion. I’m happy eating my 
fresh strawberries, but these 
guys don’t even taste it, so why 
are they so excited?
Now that I’m wrapping
up this article, I feel I should 
give the fellas a little advice., 
When you see a cute girl walk­
ing down the strip (or any other 
place for that matter), and she 
happens to be eating what in 
your opinion is ‘sexy food,’ 
hesitate before you ask her if 
you can bite what she is biting 
from, or ask her if she wants to 
lick something else.
Use common sense, 
and just know, probably more 
than 9 times out of 10, the girl 
is treating herself to something 
she enjoys, and is no way cry­
ing out for attention and rudi­
mentary sexual remarks. Lastly, 
let us not blur the lines between 
reality and fantasy, these music 
videos provide a certain amount 
of fantasy, and that’s all well 
and good... I also enjoy engag­
ing in a bit of fantasy, but lets 
remember the motives behind 
artists like LL Cool J and their 
videos: to sell records, and ap­
peal to the youth.
While you are out on 
the street nagging women be­
cause of their ‘sexy food’ what 
are you gaining from it? Defi­
nitely not money and certainly 
not the girl’s phone number. 
What you are doing is causing 
a disturbance; so think before 
you act... and ladies would be 
a lot more happy and not to 
mention, comfortable.
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